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We consider the critical spin-spin correlation function of the Ashkin-Teller and Baxter models. By using
path-integral techniques in the continuum description of these models in terms of fermion fields, we show that
the correlation decays with distance with the same critical exponent as the Ising model. The procedure is
straightforwardly extended to take into account the presence of a line defect. Thus we find that in these altered
models the critical index of the magnetic correlation on the defect coincides with the one of the defective
two-dimensional Ising or Bariev model.
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Two-dimensional s2Dd statistical-mechanics systems play
a central role in our present understanding of phase transi-
tions and critical phenomena. Outstanding members of this
family of theories are the Ising model, the Ashkin-Teller
sATd f1g, and the eight-vertex s8Vd or Baxter models f2g.
These last two systems can be mapped onto one another
through a duality transformation. They can be considered as
two Ising magnets coupled by four-spin interactions. They
are the first examples of nonuniversal critical behavior, in the
sense that the critical exponents of certain operators are con-
tinuous functions of the parameter of the four-spin coupling.
An anisotropic version of these models f3,4g leads to an in-
teresting universality-nonuniversality crossover recently ana-
lyzed f5g. Apart from academic interest the AT and 8V mod-
els are useful to shed light on a variety of phenomena, in
both classical and quantum physics, ranging from biological
applications f6g to the theory of cuprate superconductors f7g.
Concerning the isotropic case, which we will consider in
this work, it was conjectured that the magnetization keeps
the Ising behavior, with a universal exponent Ds=1 /8 f8,9g.
This result was later proved by Baxter f4g through corner
transfer matrices. It is however surprising that there is no
other direct computation of the two-spin correlation function
in the literature.
Much less is known exactly about the behavior of these
systems in the presence of line defects f10g. For the simpler
Ising lattice with an altered row sBariev model f11gd it has
been shown that the scaling index of the magnetization var-
ies continuously with the defect strength f11,12g, whereas the
critical exponent of the energy density at the defect line re-
mains unchanged f13–15g. Taking this model as working
bench, much insight was obtained about the origin of non-
universal critical behavior. For instance, in Ref. f16g neces-
sary conditions for the dependence of exponents on the cou-
pling constants were derived. Interesting connections with
integrable quantum field theories were also revealed f17g.
Despite these important advances the behavior of the
spin-spin correlator for critical 8V-AT models with line de-
fects remains unknown. The main goal of this paper is to
help filling this gap. We shall derive a central feature of that
critical behavior through a straightforward calculation per-
formed within the continuous formulation of AT-8V models,
using well-established path-integral techniques. Since AT-8V
models have both magnetic and electric correlations f4g sthe
electric correlations have continuously varying exponents
f18gd, we stress that in this paper we will be concerned with
magnetic correlations only. We will show that the magnetic
exponent depends on the strength of the defect in exactly the
same way as in the Bariev model. In this way, our result
provides a very unusual explicit confirmation of universality.
Since it is crucial for our purpose to use a path-integral
approach that allows us to factorize the Ising correlator, and
this method works for both the usual and altered cases, in
order to illustrate it, we start by considering the first case
corresponding to the homogeneous lattice. This intermediate
step will provide an analytical argument for the behavior of
the two-spin correlation function f8,9g. At the end of the
paper we will show how the main result, valid for the altered
models, is obtained.
The Hamiltonian of the original lattice model is given by
H = − o
kijl
fJ2ssis j + tit jd + J4sis jtit jg , s1d
where kijl means that the sum runs over nearest neighbors of
a square lattice ss ,t= 61d.
As shown in Ref. f19g the scaling regime of AT-8V mod-
els can be described in the continuum limit in terms of a
Thirring-Luttinger Lagrangian, i.e., a model of Dirac fermi-
ons coupled by a quartic interaction. Alternatively, this can
be expressed as two Majorana fermions interacting via their
energy densities as follows:
Lfa,bg = āi]”a + b̄i]”b − leaeb, s2d
where a and b are the Majorana spinors with components
a1,2 and b1,2, respectively. Let us recall that these compo-
nents are connected to fermion annihilation and creation op-
erators crsdrd and cr
†sdr
†d attached to site r hcr=
e−ip/4
Î2 fa1srd
+ ia2srdg and dr=
e−ip/4
Î2 fb1srd+ ib2srdgj. ea=a1a2 and eb
=b1b2 are the corresponding energy densities. The symbol ]”
stands for gm]m, with gm being the usual Euclidean Dirac
matrices sm=0,1 associated with space directionsd. The cou-
pling constant l is proportional to J4 /J2.
Similar manipulations, based on the Jordan-Wigner trans-
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formation f20g, allow us to write the online spin-spin corre-




dx easxdDL , s3d
where the vacuum expectation value is an anticommuting
path integral to be evaluated with the continuum action S
=ed2x L, with an integration measure DaDb. For l=0 the b
fields become completely decoupled and the computation
can be readily performed either in terms of the Majorana a
fields or in terms of Dirac fermions f22g built through the
doubling technique f23g, yielding the well-known result for
the Ising correlator. In what follows we will show how this
last procedure can be extended in order to allow for a trac-
table route leading to the exact computation of the critical
exponent of the spin-spin correlation function for 8V and AT




dxfeasxd + ea8sxdgDL , s4d
where the vacuum expectation value must now be computed
with respect to a Euclidean action with Lagrangian density
L̃fa ,b ,a8 ,b8g=Lfa ,bg+Lfa8 ,b8g, with a8 and b8 being
the replicated fermion fields. Following Ref. f22g we can
build Dirac fermions C and x as the following combinations:
C = a + ia8, x = b + ib8. s5d
In terms of these new fields we can write the Lagrangian
L̃fa ,b ,a8 ,b8g in the form




fx̄g5xC̄g5C + ImsxTg1xTdImsCTg1CTdg ,
s6d
where g5= ig0g1 and C
T ,xT are the transposed spinors. On
the other hand Eq. s4d can be expressed as
kss0dssRdl2 = KexpSpE d2x C̄A”CDL , s7d
where now the integration measure in the right-hand side is
expressed in terms of the fields C and x, and Am is an aux-
iliary vector field with components
A0sx0,x1d = dsx0dusx1dusR − x1d, A1sx0,x1d = 0. s8d
At this point we note that a similar manipulation has been
earlier introduced f24g and employed to compute several cor-
relation functions in both the Ising and 8V models f25g. In
those cases this method allowed us to identify the objects to
be computed with certain fermionic determinants that could
be evaluated through an appropriate change of path-integral
variables. At first sight one sees that the problem is much
more involved in the present case, since the correlation is not
directly associated with a simple fermionic determinant. In-






Zfgg =E DC̄DCDx̄Dx expS−E d2xfL̃sC,xd − gC̄A”CgD .
s10d
This is our first nontrivial result. The continuum limit of
the squared two-point spin correlation function is exactly ex-
pressed in terms of the vacuum to vacuum functional of a
quantum field theory describing two interacting fermion spe-
cies. We now show how the right-hand side of Eq. s9d can be
put as the product of two R-dependent factors, one of which
being the squared spin-spin correlator of the Ising model. To
this end we make the following change in path-integral vari-
ables in the numerator of Eq. s9d, with chiral and gauge
parameters F and h, respectively:
C = e−psg5F+ihdz, C̄ = z̄e−psg5F−ihd. s11d
Note that the x fields are left unchanged. If the parameters of
the transformation are related to the previously introduced
vector field Am in the form
Am = emn]nF + ]mh , s12d
then the only R-dependent term in the action si.e., the one
with “coupling constant” g=pd becomes completely decou-
pled. As the result of the change the dependence on R reap-
pears in two places: in the l term that couples both fermion
species x and z, through the dependence of F and h on R,
and in the Jacobian associated with Eq. s11d. As explained in
Ref. f26g, this Jacobian must be computed with a gauge-
invariant regularization prescription in order to avoid an un-
physical linear divergence. Following this procedure it has
been shown that the Jacobian exactly coincides with the
squared critical spin-spin function of the Ising model f24g.
Then we have arrived at the following identity:
kss0dssRdl2 = kss0dssRdlIsing
2 Fsl,Rd , s13d
with
Fsl,Rd = NsldkexpfSFsz,xd + Shsz,xdgl0, s14d
where k l0 means vacuum expectation value with respect to
the model of free x and z fermions. Nsld is a normalization
constant independent of R. Since the analysis of the depen-
dence of Fsl ,Rd on R is more easily done in momentum












with GsP ,Rd being a diagonal 232 matrix given by
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GsP,Rd = Sg+sP,Rd 0
0 g−sP,Rd
D , s16d
where g6sP ,Rd= 6ed2x eiPxe72pFsx,Rd and P= p1+ p2+ p3
+ p4. A similar expression is obtained for Sh with GsP ,Rd
replaced with
HsP,Rd = ShsP,Rd 0
0 hsP,Rd
D , s17d
with hsP ,Rd=ed2x eiPxe2iphsx,Rd.
The explicit functional forms of Fsx ,Rd and hsx ,Rd can
be determined by combining Eqs. s8d and s12d, which yields












where a is an ultraviolet cutoff which can be identified with
the lattice spacing of the original discrete system.
Our problem is now reduced to the analysis of the inte-
grals g6sP ,Rd and hsP ,Rd. In so doing one notes that the
integrals diverge for large distances, which leads us to the
introduction of a cutoff L which can be interpreted as the size
of the system sof course, the thermodynamic limit will be
recovered by setting L→` at the end of the computationd. In
terms of the dimensionless variables ur=
xr












= 6 s2pd2d2sPd s18d
and a similar result for hsP ,Rd. Then, it is apparent now that
in the thermodynamic limit sa!R!Ld Fsl ,Rd becomes in-
dependent of R and the critical behavior exactly coincides
with the one of the 2D Ising model. This provides an ana-
lytical argument for the conjectures first given in Refs. f8,9g.
Let us now address the main issue of this work. We in-
clude a line defect in one of the original Ising lattices, say the
one with spins s. To be specific we consider the so-called
chain defect shere we employ the terminology of Ref. f10g,
which corresponds to Bariev’s second-type defect, in which
bonds along the same column are replaced: J2→J28d. We will
study the two-spin correlation function in the column of al-
tered bonds sx0=0d f12g. In the following we recall that this
model could be mapped on to an XYZ spin 1/2 quantum
chain f4g. In this framework, seeing x0 as the temporal vari-
able associated with the quantum evolution, our defect maps
onto an additional interaction affecting the whole chain sin
contrast to a line defect parallel to the time axis that would
map onto an individual impurity sited. It is known that the
continuous version of the classical model is modified, due to
the defect, by the addition in Eq. s2d of a term
2pmdsx0deasxd, with m=J28−J2. By carefully examining the
fermionic representation of s-spin operators on the lattice,
following the lines of Ref. f22g, one also finds that in the
continuum limit each spin operator on the defect line picks
up a similar m-dependent factor, in such a way that the
squared correlator for the defective model is given by a
simple modification of Eqs. s7d and s8d,
kss0dssRdlm
2 = Kexpfps1 + 4mdE d2x C̄A”CgL
m
. s19d
At this point we stress that this formula is valid for s spins.
The m dependence of the coefficient comes from the fact that
the additional defect term mentioned above can be inter-
preted as a position-dependent mass term for C fermions.
This additional mass term is not present for x fermions and,
consequently, the corresponding coefficient in the string rep-
resentation for kts0dtsRdlm
2 will be just equal to p. From now
on one can follow exactly the same steps already explained
for the defect-free case. The presence of the defect manifests
in the exponent of the path-integral change in variables given
by Eq. s11d, where one has to make the substitution p
→ps1+4md. Once again the squared two-point function fac-
torizes in the form
kss0dssRdlm
2 = kss0dssRdlBariev
2 Fsl,m,Rd . s20d
For the first factor in the right-hand side of this equation we
obtain, through the corresponding Jacobian, the well-known







2 f11,12,27g. Concerning the second fac-
tor, Fsl ,m ,Rd has the same structure as Fsl ,Rd, already de-
picted in Eqs. s14d, s16d, and s17d fin fact it satisfies
Fsl ,0 ,Rd=Fsl ,Rdg. The only difference is the appearance
of the m-dependent factors in the exponents of the integrals
defining the functions g6sP ,Rd and hsP ,Rd. Therefore, it
turns out that these integrals can be written following the
same prescription as in the m=0 case. The corresponding
expression coincides with Eq. s18d, with an exponent k
= 12 s1+4md instead of
1
2 in the fraction of functions. A similar
result is obtained for hsP ,Rd. Let us mention that the con-
stant k satisfies uku,1. Indeed, as shown in Ref. f15g, the
allowed range of defect strengths in the lattice Ising model
corresponds to umu, 14 in its continuous version. Since for
l=0 we should reobtain the results corresponding to the Bar-
iev model, we conclude that for the present models the above
condition also coincides with the physically relevant interval
of defect strengths. But the main point is that in the thermo-
dynamic limit sa!R!Ld, we find that Fsl ,m ;Rd becomes
independent of R, and the critical exponent for the magnetic
correlation is unchanged by the coupling between the differ-
ent Ising subsystems, keeping the same value as in the 2D
Ising model with a defect line. This is our main result. It is
worth noting that the irrelevance of the l coupling is consis-
tent with a scaling picture, similar to the one presented in
f16g. Indeed, if one sees the coupling on the defect as a
perturbation, its scaling dimension is d−1−2De, where De
= 11+2l/p is the dimension of the energy density. Since d=2
one finds that the coupling is irrelevant for ulu,p /2.
Concerning the correlations between t spins, the compu-
tation is more subtle. Since t spins are related to x fermions,
one has to perform transformation s11d not only for the z
fields, but for the x fields also. However, due to the fact that
the defect only affects the couplings between s spins, the
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string representation for t correlations on the defect line,
kts0dtsRdlm
2 does not pick up any m-dependent coefficient, in
contrast to what happened for kss0dssRdlm
2 fsee Eq. s19dg.
One then finds that these correlations decay as in the homo-
geneous Ising model.
To summarize, we have determined the critical behavior
of the two-spin correlation in the continuum field-theory ver-
sion of isotropic AT and 8V models. This scheme treats in a
unified way both the homogeneous sdefect freed and inhomo-
geneous swith a line defectd cases. In the first case we pro-
vided an analytical derivation for the value of the magnetic
exponent, Ds=
1
8 . In the second case we found that on the
line defect the critical index maintains Bariev’s value Ds
= 18 s1+4md
2, where m is the strength of the defect. The criti-
cal index corresponding to the spins with homogeneous cou-
plings remains equal to the Ising value in all cases sDt=
1
8 d.
Our result is an explicit confirmation of universality, in the
sense that the interactions between the elementary Ising sub-
systems do not affect the critical exponents, even in the pres-
ence of a line defect. Besides these results, we hope that our
approach will be useful to shed light on interesting problems
concerning inhomogeneous AT-8V models. In particular it
could be used to analyze scaling properties at interfaces be-
tween critical subsystems f28g.
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